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ABSTRACT
Understanding users’ perceptions of suspected computer-
security problems can help us tailor technology to better
protect users. To this end, we conducted a field study of
users’ perceptions using 189,272 problem descriptions sent
to the customer-support desk of a large anti-virus vendor
from 2015 to 2018. Using qualitative methods, we analyzed
650 problem descriptions to study the security issues users
faced and the symptoms that led users to their own diagnoses.
Subsequently, we investigated to what extent and for what
types of issues user diagnoses matched those of experts.
We found, for example, that users and experts were likely
to agree for most issues, but not for attacks (e.g., malware
infections), for which they agreed only in 44% of the cases.
Our findings inform several user-security improvements,
including how to automate interactions with users to resolve
issues and to better communicate issues to users.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy→ Usability in security and pri-
vacy; Intrusion detection systems; •Human-centered com-
puting → Field studies;
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1 INTRODUCTION
Over the past two decades, usable security researchers have
explored users’ perceptions of computer security, uncovered
users’ struggles, and suggested interventions to help users
becomemore secure. For example, researchers found users to
be vulnerable to phishing and proposed forms of education to
help them become more secure [39, 40]. As another example,
researchers found users ignore or bypass security warnings,
and explored designs to increase compliance [5, 14, 30, 32].
However, except for a few field studies that were either

restricted to small populations [16, 21], or explored specific
security behavior such as warning compliance [32], the ma-
jority of prior studies took place in controlled environments
(e.g., online studies, in-lab interviews, etc.). Controlled en-
vironments, including those used in experiments that ex-
plored home users’ perceptions of computer-security prob-
lems (e.g., [7, 8, 19, 44]), lend themselves better to analysis,
but limit the ecological validity and generalizability of the
findings, as the participants’ context is unlike what it would
be when encountering real security problems. For example,
participants may describe security problems and their conse-
quences in abstract terms [3], impacting research findings.

We attempt to fill this gap by exploring users’ perceptions
in the context of the security problems that they faced in
practice. Specifically, we carried out a field study of users’
perceptions of suspected computer-security problems using
problem descriptions that were submitted to the customer-
support desk of a large anti-virus (AV) vendor. Using 189,272
problem descriptions submitted from 2015 to 2018, we set to
answer the following questions: 1) How do users conceptu-
alize computer-security problems?; 2) Do users accurately
diagnose security problems?; 3) What are the most pressing
security problems that users need help with?; and 4) In what
ways should we improve technology to better protect users?

Using qualitative methods, we manually analyzed a total
of 650 problem descriptions. We first analyzed 150 problem
descriptions to understand how users conceptualize and di-
agnose security problems. We found that users perceived a
variety of symptoms (e.g., AV and non-AV warnings) that led
them to suspect various security issues (e.g., infections and
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scams). In the diagnosis process, users sometimes blamed the
issues on certain parties or events (e.g., hackers or operating-
system upgrades).
After discovering the themes in the data, we coded addi-

tional 500 problem descriptions according to users’ perceived
symptoms and issues, as well as according to experts’ diag-
noses of the issues. We then measured the prevalence of
and relationships between symptoms and issues, and the
agreement between users and experts when diagnosing is-
sues. Among other findings, we were surprised to discover
that users’ diagnoses generally agreed with experts’ for most
issue types. The only exception is for attacks (e.g., malware
infections)—users often misdiagnosed scams and potentially
unwanted applications [20], attributing them to malware.
Another example of an unexpected finding is that users who
were uncertain about their diagnoses were more likely to
agree with experts than those who were certain.

Building on our findings, we recommend several interven-
tions to improve users’ security (e.g., methods to automate
interactions with users to provide better support), and con-
duct a preliminary evaluation of their feasibility and impact.

Next we discuss the related work (Sec. 2) and our method-
ology (Sec. 3). Then, we present our results (Sec. 4) and rec-
ommendations (Sec. 5), before concluding (Sec. 6).

2 RELATEDWORK
Through online studies, surveys, and interviews, researchers
explored users’ perceptions of computer security (e.g., [7, 8,
19, 24, 44]). For example, Wash interviewed home users to
study folk models of computer security [44]. He identified
different ways in which users conceptualize malware and
hackers, and concluded that certain security threats are diffi-
cult to eliminate since they leverage users’ misperceptions.
While we identified some of the models that Wash found,
differently from Wash and others, we studied users’ percep-
tions of security problems using field data provided to us by
the customer-support desk of a large AV vendor.

Researchers also compared experts’ and non-experts’ secu-
rity practices and perceptions [2, 3, 8, 19], and observed sev-
eral differences. For example, experts mostly reported using
password managers and installing updates to remain secure,
while non-experts reported using AVs and visiting known
websites [19]. In contrast, we found that users and experts
often agree when diagnosing security issues. Nonetheless,
disagreements might lead to severe consequences (e.g., users
might be susceptible to scams).

Research studying the usability of security tools explored
users’ perceptions of firewalls [31]. It found that users were
unaware of firewalls’ functionality and role at protecting
their devices. In contrast to firewalls, users acknowledge the
role of AVs, with 86%–93% of study participants reporting
to have AVs to protect their devices [17, 27]. Nevertheless,

users who have AV may behave less securely than others—as
they have higher likelihood to visit malicious websites or
have infected devices [9, 16, 23, 38]. Our investigation led us
to conjecture this happens because users often believe that
AVs are foolproof (see Sec. 4).

Prior work found that security warnings often lead to ha-
bituation, and explored ways to increase user compliance and
help users respond in the safest manner [5, 14, 30, 32]. We
found that users contacting customer support often suspect
problems due to warnings. The warnings, however, some-
times ignored recommended design guidelines (e.g., [4]).
Prior work also identified that users are often misled by

online and telephony scams (e.g., [10, 28, 34, 39]). Technical
support scam [28]—scammers deceiving users to believe that
they need support to resolve security problems for monetary
gain—is particularly common in our dataset. Our unique
exposure to customer-support data helped us estimate the
effectiveness of various defenses.
Several research groups studied help-desk data, as well

as the potential effect of various security interventions on
the workloads of help desks [1, 6, 11, 26, 35]. For example,
Colnago et al. used help-desk tickets to explore the usability
issues of a two-factor authentication system [11]. As another
example, Mercuri et al. studied the impacts of integrating
password managers into Boston’s Children Hospital and
found that it reduced help-desk calls by 80% [26]. Differently
from prior work that explored specific security-related ques-
tions, we studied users’ general security perceptions, and
characterized the symptoms and issues that users perceived
and the connection between them.

3 METHODOLOGY
In this section we describe the dataset and our analyses
methods, as well as the limitations of our study.

Dataset
For the purpose of this study, we worked with Symantec, the
vendor of the Norton Security endpoint-protection software,
to analyze its customer-support data. Symantec provides
users of its AV with several support mechanisms—users can
chat with agents online, call the support desk via phone, view
frequently asked questions (FAQs) and tutorials, or discuss
problems on an online forum. We studied chat data, in ac-
cordance with Symantec’s privacy policy [42]. Unlike FAQs
and tutorials, chat data contains statements volunteered by
users, which helped us learn about their perceptions; and
unlike phone and forum data, it is already transcribed or is
conveniently formatted in a database to simplify our anal-
ysis. Chat is also a relatively popular means for users to
contact support: ∼40% of users who contact support rely on
chat, which is slightly less than the percentage of users who
contact support by phone.



More specifically, we analyzed the problem descriptions
users provided as their opening statements when initiating
chat sessions. While the complete chat transcripts contain
richer information about the users’ problems, it would have
been infeasible to study a large number of transcripts and get
a broad picture of the range of problems that the users faced.
Furthermore, users volunteered these problem descriptions
solely in response to the request “please describe your issue,”
which makes the descriptions less susceptible to priming by
customer-support agents.
The dataset we analyzed contains problem descriptions

submitted between July 2015 and June 2018. When problem
descriptions are first provided, new cases open. In future
chat sessions, users can provide case IDs to discuss old cases
(e.g., with different agents). We only used data from the first
chat sessions of cases. In addition to problem descriptions,
which are limited to 255 characters, cases in the dataset
are accompanied by information about when chat sessions
began or ended, AV versions owned by the users, users’ ac-
count IDs, chats’ languages, and two-level categorizations
of the issues introduced by agents. The categorizations’ first
level is general, indicating whether the problem is related
to account management, security, etc. The second level of
the categorizations is more specific. For example, for secu-
rity problems it indicates whether the problem is related to
scam, ransomware infection, Trojan infection, etc. We found
the second-level categorizations highly unreliable, poten-
tially because they are introduced in an ad-hoc manner by
customer-support agents, instead of being rigorously devel-
oped. A researcher from our group manually analyzed 400
problem descriptions and estimated that as many as 37% of
the chats were assigned inaccurate second-level categories,
and so we decided to ignore them. Using the high-level cate-
gories and the language field, we pre-filtered the data to keep
computer-security related problem descriptions written in
English. After filtering, 189,272 cases remained, representing
∼5% of the overall chat volume (the rest of the cases were
mostly related to purchases and account management).
Since we selected problem descriptions in English, most

of the customers were from the US (77%), with some from
the UK (9%) and Canada (4%). The customers contacted the
support desk using devices equipped with Windows (87%),
Mac OS (6%), Android (5%), and iOS (2%) operating systems,
all of which are supported by the AV product. One caveat
when counting operating systems, however, is that customers
may report issues on devices other the ones used to contact
the support desk.

Data Analysis
We borrowed techniques from grounded theory [13, 41] to
understand users’ conceptual models of security issues. In

particular, three researchers, whose computer-security ex-
perience ranged from eight to 16 years, worked jointly to
open-code randomly sampled problem descriptions, and met
periodically to consolidate codebooks and develop a the-
ory that describes users’ conceptual models. While coding,
the researchers continuously identified and refined themes,
and maintained codebooks and memos to define codes and
themes. After coding 150 problem descriptions, the theory
took shape (i.e., themes and relationships between them
ceased to change), and the open-coding process converged
(i.e., new codes stopped being added).

With the help of the codebooks that they developed, the
three researchers coded a total of 500 randomly selected prob-
lem descriptions along five dimensions, such as the perceived
symptoms and issues, and the expert (i.e., researcher) diag-
nosis of issues (see Sec. 4 for more details). We selected 500
problem descriptions because the open-coding process sug-
gested that that many were sufficient to encounter each code
multiple times, while the analysis remained feasible. Each
coder coded 150 distinct problem descriptions, in addition to
50 that were common to all coders to estimate inter-coder
agreement. Fleiss’ Kappa [15] statistic for the different di-
mensions ranged from 0.59 to 0.63—indicating substantial
agreement [25].

To estimate what issue types users were likely to suspect
given perceived symptoms, as well as the level of agree-
ment between users and experts when diagnosing issues,
we used the χ 2-test of independence (to measure statistical
significance) and the odds-ratio statistic (to measure likeli-
hood) [37]. Additionally, we tested the feasibility of applying
machine learning to automate interactions with users and
detect emerging issues that affect several users at a time
(see Sec. 5). To this end, we used the Doc2Vec representa-
tion [22]—a representation of text as a multi-dimensional vec-
tor that is learnt in an unsupervised manner—and a recently
proposed clustering algorithm, TaxoGen [45]. We used all
189,272 problem descriptions to train the machine-learning
algorithms.

Limitations
Our findings should be interpreted in the light of a few lim-
itations. First, the dataset we analyzed was collected by a
single AV vendor. Thus, some findings may be specific to the
vendor. For instance, differences in the clarity of vendors’
warnings may be more or less apt to confuse users. The same
is true with respect to the actionability, specificity, and the
nomenclature of alerts, as well as how prone the AV is to
incur false positives or negatives (i.e., classifying benign or
malicious software as malicious or benign, respectively).
Second, the three researchers diagnosed security issues

from problem descriptions only. Their assessment may not al-
ways be correct, as they did not have access to users’ devices.
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Figure 1: When describing security issues, users usually ex-
press the perceived symptoms, which lead them to suspect
the (ostensible) issues. Sometimes, users also mention what
they believe to be the root cause behind issue.

Yet, given the high inter-coder agreement among the re-
searchers, it is likely that their assessment is accurate. Stated
differently, it would have been unlikely for them to achieve
high agreement while misdiagnosing cases often.

To further assess the accuracy of coding problem descrip-
tions, we used a sample of complete chat transcripts. Specifi-
cally, two researchers coded and reconciled 10 problem de-
scriptions, and used the corresponding chat transcripts to
validate the codes. Four transcripts provided information
supporting the codes–e.g., the customer-support agent’s as-
sessment in one transcript supported the coders’ diagnosis of
potentially unwanted software [20] (see Sec. 4), as opposed
to the customer’s perception of malware infection. The other
six transcripts provided no additional information to sup-
port or refute the codes (mostly due to costumer-support
agents not eliciting additional information, but rather mov-
ing quickly to connect remotely to customers’ machines).
Third, our dataset is not perfectly filtered. Some cases in

the dataset weremislabeled: we found some not to be security
related (∼12% were account related), and others (∼1.6%) to be
non-applicable for coding, as the problem descriptions were
not in English, or were unintelligible. As we were dealing
with field data, such imperfections are not unusual.

4 USERS’ PERCEPTIONS
Fig. 1 presents the theory that describes the users’ concep-
tual models, as found by analyzing the initial set of 150
problem descriptions. The theory consists of three themes:
issues, symptoms, and root causes. Issues are users’ perceived
security problems, as expressed in problem descriptions.
Symptoms are the tangible manifestations of the (ostensible)
issues—they lead users to suspect issues. Often, the issues
that users suspect are a result of misconceptions, potentially
due to lack of technical expertise.We discuss suchmisconcep-
tions later in the section. Root causes describe the entities or
actions perceived as being responsible for causing the issues.

The users described issues with varied levels of certainty.
Some users were certain about their suspicions, others were
uncertain, while the rest simply inquired about the agents’
opinion. More concretely, uncertain users often expressed
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Figure 2: Fraction of cases in which perceived symptoms
were encountered.

doubt about their diagnoses, using phrases such as “I believe”
and “I think,” or explicitly asked agents for help in diagnosing
security issues. Users who inquired about the agents’ opin-
ion usually presented the symptoms without hypothesizing
about issues and let the agents diagnose the issues, or simply
asked general questions unrelated to active security issues.
In contrast, users who were certain provided their diagnoses
assuming they were correct and sought help from the agents
to resolve the issues they diagnosed.
As mentioned in Sec. 3, the three researchers who devel-

oped the codebooks coded 500 randomly sampled problem
descriptions along five dimensions: 1) perceived symptoms,
as expressed by users; 2) perceived issues, as suspected by
users; 3) how certain users were about the issues (certain,
uncertain, or inquiring); 4) experts’ (i.e., the researchers’)
diagnoses of what actual issues (if any) were most likely;
and 5) how certain the experts were about their diagnoses
(certain or uncertain). We highlight again that the experts’
diagnoses did not result from inspecting users’ machines,
but rather the experts’ opinions of what actual issues were
most likely, based on the problem descriptions. As the agree-
ment levels between the experts was substantial and for the
majority of cases (∼73%) they indicated being certain about
their diagnoses, we believe that their diagnoses reflect the ac-
tual issues that the users faced. This is further corroborated
by the additional validation using complete chat transcripts
(see Sec. 3). We elected not to code problem descriptions
along the root-cause dimension, as root cause was rarely
mentioned (only ∼37% of the users mentioned a root cause).
After removing problem descriptions that were not ap-

plicable for coding (due to being empty, unintelligible, or
written in languages other than English), 492 problem de-
scriptions remained. We used the codes to estimate the preva-
lence of perceived symptoms and issues, as well as the actual
issues (from the experts’ diagnoses)—see Figs. 2–3. Further,
we analyzed which issues users were likely to diagnose when
facing different symptoms. Last, we measured for which
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Figure 3: Fraction of cases in which issues were perceived
by users (red) or assigned by experts (blue).

types of issues users’ diagnoses were most likely to agree
with experts’.

Next, we present the concepts (i.e., codes) that we encoun-
tered for each of the symptoms, issues, and the root causes.
Afterward, we present the relationship between perceived
symptoms and users’ and experts’ diagnoses, and discuss the
agreement between users and experts.

Symptoms
Unknown. In ∼23% of problem descriptions, users did not
describe any symptoms. We marked the symptoms in such
cases as “unknown.”

Product warnings. These are warnings originating from the
AV software or the vendor. The warnings may be delivered
in various forms, including alerts on users’ devices, emails
to the addresses registered with the vendor, or alerts on the
vendor’s website. The warnings may carry different mes-
sages, including latest scan results, possible infection alerts
that may require users to take action (e.g., selecting whether
to remove or quarantine a malware), and account renewal
information. Product warnings account for ∼20% of the per-
ceived symptoms, making them one of two most tangible
symptoms indicating issues to users.

Non-product warnings. Unlike productwarnings, non-product
warnings do not originate from the AV or the vendor. The
warnings may be delivered via email, phone calls, or other
system components (e.g., via a browser or other software).
Some of non-product warnings are legitimate (e.g., mes-
sages from Internet service providers or online social net-
works indicating bot activity originating from the users’
accounts [12, 18]), but most are illegitimate (e.g., persis-
tent pop-ups accompanied with sound, which are indica-
tive of technical-support scam [28]). In certain cases, the

legitimate non-product warnings instructed users to down-
load AVs from competing vendors, which led to confusion.
Non-product warnings were one of the two most common
symptoms, accounting for ∼20% of the problem descriptions.

Browsing or Internet related. Users reporting these symp-
toms were unable to connect to the Internet, or suffered
from repeated events that negatively affected their brows-
ing experience. Such events consisted of repeated pop-ups
showing ads, frequent redirections, or inability to change
the home page.

System performance or errors. Here, users reported slow sys-
tems, software or operating systems that froze, or complete
system failures (e.g., black or blue screen upon booting).

Cannot perform an AV action. This concept identifies cases
in which users were unable to perform certain actions with
the AV. In particular, some users were unable to install or
activate the AV, some were unable to scan their device, while
others were unable to find the AV’s icon on the notification
bar or the desktop and so were not sure whether they were
being protected.

Third-party account. Some users reported inability to log
into their online accounts on third-party services (e.g., email
or social media) or spotting suspicious behavior on these
accounts (e.g., malicious emails or messages sent to contacts).

Irregular behavior. This concept covers problem descriptions
with highly unusual symptoms not covered above. For ex-
ample, in one case a user reported that the character ‘2’ was
being typed indefinitely, and in another case a user reported
a suspicious message written on her screen.

Issues
Unknown. In ∼6% of the cases, users did not express per-
ceived issues. We marked the issues in these cases as “un-
known.”

Account. Users reporting account-related issues were having
trouble with subscriptions, logging-in to download the AV,
or activating it. While we attempted to pre-filter the dataset
to avoid cases with such issues (see Sec. 3), still ∼11% of
the remaining cases were account related due to analysts
erroneously marking the cases as security related.

Assurance. In some cases, users felt that their devices were
not being protected (e.g., because the AV’s icon in the notifi-
cation bar was hidden). Thus, the users contacted the support
desk to get reassured about their protection status. In most
cases, the users’ devices did not suffer from security issues.

Technical support and fake AV scam. Users contacting the
support desk about scams reported being scammed or sus-
pected potential scams. The scammers contacted the users



via persistent pop-ups that were hard to close (often accom-
panied with audio) [28], email, or phone to convince users to
remove purported malware from their machines. The scam-
mers would usually instruct the users to download fake AVs,
or to contact the scammers’ alleged customer-support desks
on toll-free numbers, and would ask for payment. Users re-
porting or suspecting scams were consistently accurate—i.e.,
they identified real scams. Nevertheless, there is a large dis-
crepancy between the number of cases that users identified
as scams (∼7%) and those that experts identified as scams
(∼20%), indicating that scams often misled users.

AV. When dealing with AV-related issues, users mainly con-
tacted the support desk to inquire about how to perform cer-
tain actions, or to report potential bugs in the AV software.
Of the users who were unable to perform actions with the
AV (e.g., scan, update, or resolve warnings), ∼55% contacted
the support to inquire about how to perform the actions,
while ∼15% attributed their inability to perform the actions
to bugs. Of the users who perceived irregular behavior (e.g.,
flashing screen), or system performance issues (frozen or
slow machines), ∼14% attributed the symptoms to bugs.

Attack. Users suspecting attacks accounted for the majority
of problem descriptions (∼46%). Most users reporting attacks
blamed malware (∼44%), while some blamed hackers for re-
motely accessing their devices (∼2%). Interestingly, users
suspected attacks in nearly all situations in which email or
online social network accounts behaved abnormally, such
as by sending malware or spam to contacts, not considering
the possibility that their passwords could have been guessed,
brute forced, or (most likely) revealed in a breach [43], with-
out unauthorized access to their devices. Some users reported
receiving spam emails in a belief that the AV should have
blocked such emails and that malware was likely to blame.
While most purported infections were reported to have oc-
curred after the installation of the AV, in a few cases, the
users installed the AV after having been compromised. In
contrast to users, experts diagnosed only ∼22% of all problem
descriptions as actual attacks. We explain the reason for the
discrepancy in the last part of this section.

Interestingly, some users expressed surprise that their de-
vices might get infected despite having AVs, thus expressing
belief that AVs are foolproof. In reality, users who ignore AV
warnings or perform risky behavior may still infect their de-
vices. The users’ belief that AVs are foolproof might explain
why users who have AVs often have higher rates of infection
and exposure to malicious content than others [9, 16, 23, 38].
To better understand what causes users to contact the

support desk about attacks, a single researcher analyzed 100
problem descriptions that were coded as attacks. The largest
category of cases involved situations in which the AV was
unable to seamlessly remove infections. A closer look at the

drivers behind these 29 cases reveals that in mid-October
of 2016 the Kovter malware family used new persistence
techniques to hide itself in the system registry [33], and
while the AV successfully detected Kovter’s presence, it was
unable to successfully remove it for a time. The result was a
large spike in customer-support calls, which dropped quickly
once the AV adapted.

In addition to these 29 calls, 24 users called to ask how to
clean up infections that were detected on their systems. In all
but three, the AV took preventative actions, but failed to reas-
sure the users that all was well on their systems. Additional
15 cases of the ones marked as attacks by experts involved
direct indications of successful attacks, which included ran-
somware, system anomalies resulting directly from attack
sources described by the users, and the presence of specific
malware families mentioned by the users. Finally, 18 users
generically reported attacks while providing negligible addi-
tional detail, with statements like “I have a virus” or “some-
one has tried to hack my computer,” while the final 14 users
reported suspicious symptoms (e.g., Internet failure, software
and software-update failures, and other irregular behavior)
that convinced experts that an attack was the most probable
issue, although the experts were generally uncertain about
their diagnoses in these instances.

Potentially unwanted application (PUA). Differently frommal-
ware, which exhibits clear malicious actions (e.g., encrypting
files on the machine or participating in denial-of-service
attacks), PUAs exhibit undesirable actions (e.g., showing
intrusive ads) that may not be considered objectively mali-
cious [20]. Certain toolbars and extensions that show ads,
as well as repackaged open-source software are often con-
sidered PUAs. As AVs attempt to avoid false positives (i.e.,
marking non-malicious applications as malicious) to avoid
harming user experience, some PUAs are not blocked. This
is exacerbated by the fact that what one user may consider
to be a PUA, another user may consider to be a good applica-
tion. The end-user license agreements for many PUAs also
explain what they do, making it legally tricky to outright
block PUAs or their components.
In ∼3% of the 492 problem descriptions, users contacted

the support desk to report PUAs on their system, and to
inquire about ways to remove them. In contrast, the experts
identified ∼10% of the problem descriptions as PUA related.
The discrepancy is because users often identified PUAs as
malware, as we discuss below.

False positive. In just above 1% of the problem descriptions,
users believed that the AV was erroneously preventing them
from installing benign software—i.e., they believed the AV
incurred false positives. Experts agreed with the users in half
of those cases, judging that the AV might have been overly
aggressive in marking PUAs as malicious.



None. In ∼4% of the cases, users did not contact the support
desk to report active issues, but rather to inquire about the
AV (e.g., whether it can be downloaded from Apple’s App
Store), or to ask for help with issues unrelated to security
(e.g., retrieving missing files). In contrast, the experts deemed
that ∼22% of the cases that users called about did not involve
active security issues. In most of these cases users perceived
attacks (rather than one of the other issues mentioned above)
but the experts did not find security issues. Often, we found,
confusing warnings misled users to believe they suffered
from an attack (∼5% of cases overall).

Root Causes
In ∼37% of the cases, users attributed issues to entities or
actions that they perceived caused the issues. Some users,
especially those who perceived unauthorized remote access,
believed that hackers were responsible. Such users viewed
hackers as “burglars who break into computers for criminal
purposes,” as described by Wash [44]. Users who thought
they were being scammed sometimes identified illegitimate
firms (e.g., “Global Technical Support”) as responsible for the
scams. Some users who suspected attacks or PUAs attributed
the issues to malicious software (e.g., Fragilepottery), tool-
bars (e.g., Delta search), malicious websites they visited, or
emails they received. In certain cases, users attributed their
inability to use the AV to recent operating-system upgrades,
license renewals, or the purchase of new computers.

Relationship Between Symptoms and Issues
To better understand users’ thought process, we analyzed
what issues they were likely to suspect when observing cer-
tain symptoms. We found a strong dependency between
user-perceived symptoms and user-perceived issues (χ 2=250,
p<0.01, dof=42). To characterize the nature of this depen-
dency, we tested which pairs of perceived symptoms and
issues are dependent (correcting for multiple comparisons
using Bonferroni correction). For each pair that is statisti-
cally significantly dependent, we used odds ratio to measure
the likelihood of the issue being suspected by users when
the symptom is perceived. As a baseline to compare with, we
selected the odds of the issue being suspected when users
could not perform actions with the AV.
The results are shown in Fig. 4a. For all symptoms users’

odds of suspecting an attack were significantly higher than
the baseline. This finding indicates that users may have con-
cluded too quickly that attacks were taking place. This is
especially dangerous when users faced non-product warn-
ings, potentially from scammers. In those cases, users’ odds
of suspecting attacks were roughly ten times higher than the
baseline. In fact, ∼66% of users facing non-product warnings
suspected attacks.

Experts’ diagnoseswere evenmore deterministically linked
to the symptoms than users’—as one would expect. The ex-
perts’ judgments exhibited strong dependencies between
symptoms and issues (χ 2=476, p<0.01, dof=42; see Fig. 4b).
Attacks had higher odds than the baseline only in the cases
of product warnings, symptoms related to third-party ac-
counts, and irregular behavior. Non-product warnings had
higher odds of leading experts to diagnose scams than the
baseline (∼73% of non-product warnings were diagnosed
by experts as resulting from scams), while browsing and
Internet-related symptoms led to experts’ diagnoses of PUAs
(mostly due to the intrusive ads that PUAs introduce). Ex-
perts exhibited high odds to suspect that no security issues
existed in cases of low system performance and errors, symp-
toms related to third-party accounts, and irregular behavior.
In fact, experts judged that in ∼69% of cases in which users
perceived low system performance and errors they did not
suffer from security issues. In those cases, the experts be-
lieved, the symptoms could be explained by hardware (e.g.,
failing disks) or resource-exhaustion issues (e.g., too many
processing were running).

When Are Users and Experts Likely to Agree?
Next, we studied whether users’ and experts’ diagnoses were
likely to agree and in what situations. Initially, we studied
the dependencies between issues identified by experts and
issues suspected by users. The dependency between the two
is strong (χ 2=1,360,p<0.01, dof=49). Then, to characterize the
dependency, we tested for pairs of expert-diagnosed issues
and user-perceived one whether they are dependent (again,
using Bonferroni correction to correct for multiple tests). For
each pair that is statistically significantly dependent, we used
odds ratio to measure the likelihood of the expert-diagnosed
issue given the user-perceived issue. As a baseline to compare
with, we selected the odds of the expert-diagnosed issue
when users perceived an AV-related issue.

The results are shown in Fig. 5. One can see that the diag-
onal values are the highest for most issues. This indicates
that the odds of experts agreeing with users were high. For
instance, when users perceived scams, they were likely to
be in agreement with experts—the odds that experts would
diagnose scams when users did so were 5 × 108 times higher
than the baseline (i.e., experts’ odds to diagnose scams when
users perceived AV-related issues).

The agreement between experts’ and users’ diagnoses was
high, but nevertheless imperfect. Differently from other is-
sues, when users perceived attacks, experts were often likely
to disagree. The experts diagnosed attacks only in ∼44% of
the cases in which users perceived attacks. In ∼18% of cases
in which users perceived attacks, experts diagnosed no ac-
tive security issues, with roughly ∼25% of the disagreements
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Figure 4: Odds of issues being suspected by users (a) or experts (b) when certain symptoms were perceived compared to when
the user could not perform actions with the AV (i.e., “cannot.AV” is the baseline). For example, users were seven times more
likely than not to perceive a attacks when they perceived browser and Internet-related symptoms compared to when they
could not perform actions with the AV. White tiles indicate statistically insignificant dependencies between symptoms and
issues (p ≥0.05).

resulting from confusing warnings. Warnings for network-
based threats where the nature and source of the attack
appeared to be unknown to users were especially confusing.
Similarly, repetitive warnings that did not clearly suggest
possible actions and warnings instructing users to download
additional removal software also confused users.

In ∼10% of cases in which users perceived attacks, experts
diagnosed PUAs on the users’ devices. Conflating PUAs with
attacks indicates that some users may need AVs to handle
PUAs more aggressively (e.g., by putting them in quarantine,
limiting their access, or removing them completely).
Most users’ misdiagnoses were caused by scams, which

are specifically designed to exploit misconceptions. For ∼26%
of the cases suspected to be attacks by users, the experts di-
agnosed scams. Those cases can be extremely harmful, as
the users expressed no skepticism about the scammers’ as-
sertions that their systems were compromised. Indeed, we
found that within a sample of 100 chats coded by experts as
scams, five users made payments to scammers before con-
tacting the support desk, and of these, three realized the
deception prior to the support chats, while two were still
under the illusion that they had paid legitimate parties. Out
of the 100 users, 48 contacted the support desk thinking that

the scams were genuine. For those, it seems likely that the
availability of support desk played a meaningful role in re-
ducing the impact of the scams. However, some users fall
prey to support scams without contacting customer support
(e.g., to erroneously complain about the excess charges). We
observed that the dominant delivery mechanism affecting
users were persistent pop-ups, which sometimes included
auditory elements. AVs, and security products in general,
have a potential to protect users by preventing the delivery
mechanisms. Still, in ∼7% of the scam cases that were diag-
nosed by experts, the scams were delivered through phone
calls, hence limiting the ability of security products running
on users’ devices to protect against the scams.

Of the users contacting the support desk, ∼55% were cer-
tain about their diagnoses, ∼14% were uncertain, and the
rest were inquiring. Surprisingly, we found that the odds
of agreement between experts’ diagnoses and users’ were
∼1.7 times higher for uncertain users (agreeing ∼52% of the
time), than for certain users (agreeing∼39% of the times). The
dependency is marginally statistically significant (χ 2=3.76,
p=0.05, dof=1). In practice, this indicates that agents should
question users’ diagnoses, particularly if they are conveyed
with certainty.
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Figure 5: Odds of issues being diagnosed by experts when
certain issues were perceived by users compared to the odds
of the same issues being diagnosedwhenusers perceivedAV-
related issues (i.e., the “AV” row is the baseline). White tiles
indicate statistically insignificant dependencies (p ≥0.05)

5 RECOMMENDATIONS
We build on our findings to recommend several interventions
to improve user security, and report on preliminary experi-
ments evaluating the feasibility of certain recommendations.

Making Customer Support More Effective. Our findings show
that perceived symptoms and issues are two main elements
of problem descriptions that are often provided, and are
strongly correlated with expert issues. These findings sug-
gest that automatically extracting symptoms and predicting
expert issues from problem descriptions may be feasible.
Solving these problems can enable certain mechanisms to
make customer support more effective, including: 1) assign-
ing cases to qualified agents that are trained to give support
in certain topics (e.g., assigning attack-related cases to agents
trained to remove malware); 2) retrieving the most relevant
FAQs and tutorials that can help users solve issues or can ed-
ucate them about certain topics (e.g., scam); 3) automatically
targeting questions to ask users in order to help agents di-
agnose issues. Such mechanisms may reduce the number of
users in need for live support and make the support process
faster.

As an early investigation to test the feasibility of our rec-
ommendation, we trained and evaluated machine-learning

algorithms to automatically extract symptoms and predict ex-
perts’ diagnoses from problem descriptions. Specifically, we
applied Doc2Vec [22] on the dataset containing the 189,272
problem descriptions to convert each problem description
into a feature vector of length 50. Subsequently, we trained
and evaluated standard multi-class logistic regression classi-
fiers using the 492 problem descriptions that we coded. Ten
rounds of 10-fold cross-validation resulted in 60% ± 1% accu-
racy for expert-issue prediction, and 51% ± 1% for perceived
symptom extraction. These results are promising, as they
are already ∼5 and ∼4 times better than random assignment,
respectively. We believe that one way to improve the accu-
racy would be through increasing inter-coder agreement and
coding more problem descriptions to increase the training
set’s size. Furthermore, it would be useful to encourage users
to divulge perceived symptoms to aid in the diagnoses. In our
case, we found that a substantial fraction of users (∼23%) did
not provide symptoms. To mitigate this, we suggest updating
the input form to ask users not only about the problem de-
scription in general, but also specifically about the symptoms
they perceive.

Trend Identification. As users’ diagnoses often agrees with
experts’, we hypothesized that there is potential in leveraging
the customer-support data for detecting trends. To put this
hypothesis to the test, we applied TaxoGen [45] on a dataset
of 210,850 problem descriptions, submitted between July 2015
and August 2018 (this dataset includes additional twomonths
of problem descriptions compared to the dataset presented
in Sec. 3). TaxoGen creates, in an unsupervised manner, a
taxonomy of keywords from a corpus of text data, resulting
in a hierarchical clustering where each cluster contains a set
of documents and keywords.
Examining the clusters manually, we found that certain

clusters contain problem descriptions related to attacks, while
others are centered around scams or AV-related issues (please
refer to the Supplementary Material for a deeper overview).
For example, problem descriptions in attack-related clus-
ters contain names of malware and vulnerabilities as part
of the most prominent keywords (e.g., Kovter, Meltdown,
WannaCry, etc.). We found that TaxoGen provides a sensible
clustering for keywords with as little as 10 mentions. Hence,
analyzing the spikes for keywords together with the cluster-
ing associated with the keywords appears to be a reasonable
way to detect and categorize trends. This could be used to
inform the customer-support desk and other teams (e.g., the
AV developers) about abnormal situations that require action.
For instance, in the case of Kovter (which led to an increase
in customer-support chats due to not being removed prop-
erly for a certain period of time, see Sec. 4) a cluster mostly of
recent problem descriptions related to malware may inform
malware outbreaks and/or AV issues.



Defending Against Scams. Technical support and fake AV
scams are prevalent, and pose a real threat to users. We
estimated that ∼20% of the users faced scams, but only ∼7%
of the users actually suspected scams. The scammers even
managed to extort money from some users. The prevalence
and risk of scams require us to take action. Miramirkhani et
al. [28] proposed interventions at two levels—user education
and improving browsers’ design.
Further research is needed to estimate the effectiveness

of user education, as it depends on various factors, such as
the education method [40]. Nevertheless, as prior work pro-
poses [28], there seems no harm in educating users not to
trust webpages that claim that the users’ devices are infected
(as webpages cannot scan devices, by browser design), and
persistent webpages that are difficult to close (as legitimate
webpages are unlikely to exhibit such behavior). We found
that users in our study who followed these guidelines or sim-
ilar to identify scams did so successfully—experts diagnosed
scams in ∼92% of the problem descriptions in which users
suspected scams.
As a technical solution, prior work proposed to update

browsers’ design to make it difficult for intrusive webpages
to persist [28]. As a complementary defense, one may con-
sider providing AVs with a functionality to detect persistent
pop-ups and help users close them. In addition to technology
for detecting illegitimate emails (which are sometimes used
to deliver scams), such technical approaches have the po-
tential to prevent ∼93% of the scams in our dataset that did
not take place over the phone. For the remaining ∼7% that
were delivered by directly calling potential victims, other
interventions would be required (e.g., smartphone apps to
flag or block such attempts).

Adapting AVs’ Aggression Levels to Users. Our findings show
that, on the one hand, PUAs are often considered as malware
by users. On the other hand, a few users considered cases
in which PUAs were flagged by the AV to be false positives.
Traditionally, AVs try to avoid false positives, and so gen-
erally avoid blocking PUAs. However, as emerged from our
analysis, such a one-size-fits-all approach may not satisfy all
users. Instead, AVs may improve users’ experience by distin-
guishing PUAs from benign and malicious software [20], and
reacting more (e.g., by putting PUAs in quarantine) or less
(e.g., by allowing PUAs to run) aggressively to PUAs depend-
ing on users’ profiles (e.g., profiling users by the software
they have installed [29], knowledge [31], or culture [36]).

More User-Friendly AVs. By studying users’ problem descrip-
tions, we discovered three avenues inwhich the AV can be im-
proved to become more user friendly. First, warnings should
convey messages more clearly to users, potentially suggest-
ing actionable steps. For instance, in the case of Kovter [33],

when the AV failed to remove a newer version of the mal-
ware, it started to repeatedly show the same warning to
users without suggesting a course of action. Such warnings
could lead to confusion, or even worse, to habituation [5].
Suggesting actionable items (e.g., pointing users to tutorials
or documentation, or suggesting that they contact support),
could help prevent confusion and habituation [4]. Second,
the AV should be self-contained and should not request that
users download an additional software to remove an infec-
tion, as these requests led to confusion. Third, the AV should
always make itself visible in the notification bar to clearly
show the protection status, as users who did not see the icon
in the notification bar sometimes required reassurance.

Who Should Warn Users? We encountered a few cases in
which users were warned by legitimate parties other than
Symantec (e.g., an Internet service provider via email) that
their devices were infected [12, 18]. These warnings confused
users, who sometimes questioned their legitimacy. The users
might have expected that only the AV or its vendor should be
able to warn them about potential attacks. Further research is
needed to understand users’ expectations, and how multiple
parties in the ecosystem should interact to effectively help
users remain secure.

6 CONCLUSION
We conducted a field study of users’ computer-security per-
ceptions using 189,272 problem descriptions that were pro-
vided to the customer-support desk of a large AV vendor
from 2015 to 2018. We used a mixture of qualitative and
quantitative methods to identify security issues that users
faced and the symptoms that led them to diagnoses. Com-
paring users’ diagnoses with those of experts, we found that
users and experts agreed for most types of issues, except
for attacks (e.g., malware infections). The disagreements,
however, uncovered several misconceptions that may expose
users to risks (e.g., falling victim to technical support and
fake AV scams). Our findings inform how we can tailor tech-
nology to better protect users. For example, by automatically
extracting symptoms or predicting experts’ diagnoses from
problem descriptions (which, as we found, can be done rela-
tively accurately), one could assign users to trained agents
for help, or even target users with specific questions to help
accurately diagnose issues. The AV vendor is using our rec-
ommendations to drive further research and improvements.
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